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The electromagnetic response of 2-D body in a half-space 
was modeled in the time domain by utilizing the DuFort-Frankel 
finite-difference approximation. Two different applications of 
the approximation were examined: the direct total electric 
field and the direct secondary electric field calculations. In 
both studies, two lines were used as a source of current; the 
analytic solution of the line source was employed in order to 
compute the primary electric field for the half-space.
The electromagnetic field results for a rectangular block 
embedded in a half-space were presented as snap-shots, time 
sections and electromagnetic field profiles. Obtained results 
showed that calculating the direct secondary electric field is 
more efficient than the direct total electric field 
calculation.
The technique seemed to be mathematicaly workable within 
particular limits. However, upward continuation which was used 
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E electric field intensity
E, Ey y component of electric field
E p primary electric field
E s secondary electric field
E t, E t total electric field
Ei incident electric field
Er reflected electric field
El transmitted electric field
erfc(u) complementary error function 
F(u) Dawson's integral
H magnetic field intensity
Hx, Hz x, z components of magnetic field
H p primary magnetic field
H s secondary magnetic field
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q ex extrinsic charge density
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ritj finite-difference mash ratio
r distance from source (= (x2+z2)1/2)
R reflection coefficient
t time
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates
A t time interval
Ax, A z, spatial intervals
A s spatial interval for equal grid spacing
e electric permittivity
e0 electric permittivity of free space
|i magnetic permeability
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Although time domain (TD) electromagnetic (EM) studies 
were begun in the 1950's, the method gained popularity in late 
1960's, especially in mineral exploration (Nabighian, 1984). 
In passing years, TD sounding techniques were improved and 
applied in investigating oil and geothermal fields (Kaufman 
and Keller, 1983, Keller et al., 1984).
Along with the development of field techniques for 
geophysical exploration, interpretation techniques have 
evolved as both analytic and numeric. While for simple shaped 
structures and layered earth, analytic solutions were 
developed, numeric approximations were sought for complex 
earth models.
In the literature, most of the numerical approximations 
of EM field solutions were made in the frequency domain 
because it was easier to understand than time domain. The 
numerical modeling techniques which have been applied to 2-D 
or 3-D frequency-domain EM fields, are classified in three 
groups: (1) integral equation, (2) differential equation, (3) 
hybrid uses of the previous two types.
Integral equation techniques were developed for 3-D EM
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field by Raiche, (1974), Weidelt (1975), Hohmann, (1975) and 
Wannamaker et al., (1984). Differential equation solution 
techniques which use finite-element and finite-difference 
approximations was given by Coggon, (1971), Brewitt-Taylor and 
Weaver (1976), Pridmore et al., (1981), and Lee and Morrison 
(1985). Lee, et al., (1981) proposed to combine the integral
and differential equation solutions to come up with a hybrid 
solution technique, which was later developed by Best, et al.,
(1985), and Gupta, et al., (1987).
The studies related to time domain electromagnetic (TDEM) 
field modeling techniques can be classified in two groups: (1) 
integral equation, and (2) differential equation solution 
techniques. SanFilipo and Hohmann (1985), Newman, et al.,
(1986), and Newman and Hohmann, (1988), developed an 
approximaton for the integral equation solution to a 3-D body. 
Kuo and Cho, (1980) , proposed a solution for a 2-D EM field 
equation derived from symmetrical Maxwell's equations by using 
finite-element approximations for spatial derivatives and an 
explicit central-difference scheme for time derivetives. While 
Goldman and Stoyer, (1983), were using implicit finite- 
dif ference approximation for an axial symmetric model's 
response of vertical magnetic dipole, Goldman et al, (1986) 
employed a finite-element technique for the integration of the 
space terms and an implicit finite-difference scheme for time
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steps to calculate the response of the earth to an infinite 
line source.
In this study, in order to explain the diffusion of the 
EM field under the excitation of double line source, an 
explicit DuFort-Frankel finite-difference scheme was used. 
This approximation was proposed by Oristaglio and Hohmann, 
(1984), to define the total electric field's diffusion. 
Adhidjaja and Hohmann, (1985, 1988), adapted the same
technique to the secondary electric field computation. In both 
studies, they applied the line source because of its 
mathematical simplicity. For the first one, (1985), they 
calculated the impulse response of the EM field and for the 
second one, (1988), they compute the step respond of EM field. 
Adhidjaja and Hohmann, (1989), reformulated the same 
approximation for the transient response of the EM field in
3-D. The only difference between 2-D and 3-D studies was the 
source, in 3-D study: a central loop.
In this study the calculations based on DuFort-Frankel 
finite difference scheme were repeated. The results were 
displayed a new way in order to better understand the 
diffusion of EM energy and distortion of field caused by 2-D 
structures. Short comings of the technique were emphasized.
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CHAPTER-2
FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN TIME DOMAIN
In this chapter some of the fundamental equations and the 
concepts of the electromagnetic (EM) field are summarized for 
easy reference.
2.1 Maxwell's Equations
Electromagnetic field which may be defined as the domain 
of vectors E, B, D and H is governed by the following 
Maxwell's equations.
V x E + = 0 (2.1)
at
V x H - = J (2.2)
at
V •B = 0 (2.3)
V * D = q (2.4) 
where
E is the electric field intensity in V/m 
H is the magnetic field intensity in A/m 
B = [iH is the magnetic induction in Wb/m2
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and
D = e E is the electric displacement in C/m2 
J = oE is the current density in A/m2
q is the electric charge density in C/m3 
H is the magnetic permeability in H/m, in free space 
/i0=47rxlCf7 H/m. 
e is the dielectric permitivity in F/m, in free space 
e0=8.854xlO'12 F/m
o is the conductivity in mho/m (equivalent to S/m).
In a homogeneous medium, in the case the existance of an 
external source with the current density J ex , the Maxwell's 
equations take the form
V X E + \tM = 0 (2.5)
ot
V x H - e 4^ = oE.+ J ex (2.6)ot
V •H = 0 (2.7)
V • E = -2 + GUI (2.8)e e
where qex is the external charge density. The relationship 
between J ex and qex is defined by the continuity equation
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V • J ax + df”  = o (2.9)
ot
2.2 Electromagnetic Wave Equations
In the media wherein o, e and /x are constants, the 
electric field E and the magnetic field H satisfy the 
following equations:
V2 E - nef-f - no if = 0, (2.10)
dt2 ot
v g - v ' M - t  o #  = o. f2-11’
dt2 dt
If there is an external source with the current density J ex , 
Equations (2.10) and (2.11) can be written as
V72 c? d2E dE dJexv 2 * -  ne—  -  no -gj -  n - 5 r , (2. 12)
V2 H - ne-^2 - uCT = - v x J ex. (2.13)
dt2 dt K ‘
Equations (2.10) through (2.13) are the EM wave equations
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in time domain. In an isotropic medium, the propogation of the 
vector fields which constitute the EM field are defined by 
those equations.
2.3 EM Diffusion Equations
Since a has a larger value than e in the earth, the 
displacement currents are much smaller than conduction 
currents. Moreover, the wave-like feature of the EM field 
vanishes in very short time in the earth (Oristaglio and 
Hohman, 1984). Thus, in time domain EM studies, slowly 
changing phenomenon are of the great interest. Therefore, the 
second derivative of the field with respect to time may be
neglected (Berdichevsky and Zhadanov, 1984).
When the displacement currents are neglected, the EM
field is commonly called a 'quasi-static' or 'quasi— 
stationary' field.
In equation (2.10) through (2.13), when the terms of the 
displacement currents, which consist of the second derivatives 
of the fields with respect to time, are neglected, the 
diffusion equations are:
V2 B - no -P = 0, (2.14)
at
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H - |iO -22 = 0. 
ot
(2.15)
And in the case of existence of an external source, the 
diffusion equations take the forms:
2•4 Boundary Conditions
The behavior of the EM field at the interface of two 
media having different magnetic and electric properties can be 
explained by the following boundary conditions which are the 
direct results of Maxwell's equations.
In the equations to be given, nl and n2 are the normal 
components of the EM field, tl and t2 are the tangentials. 1 
and 2 stand for first and second media.
a-) The normal component of the magnetic induction vector 
is continuous across the interface between the first and the 
second medium:
(2.16)
V2 - |i o ^  = - V x  J ex. 
ot
(2.17)
b-) If the surface current density is zero, the 
tangential component of the magnetic field vector is 
continuous across the interface:
H ti =  H t2 (2 .19)
c-) The normal component of the current density is 
continuous across the interface:
Although this condition is defined only for direct 
current, it can be applied for all earth materials up to
(Ward and Hohman, 1988) . It is derived from the continuity 
equation.
d-) If the surface charge density qs accumulated at the 
interface, is not zero, the normal component of the 
displacement current is discontinuous at the interface:
(2 .20)
105 Hz wherein the displacement currents can be neglected
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Dn2~ D nl^ q s (2.21)
e-) The normal component of the electric field at the 
interface can be written in terms of the surface charge 
density by using the relationship between the displacement 
current and the electric field:
En2 ~ Enl = -Si (2.22)e
On the other hand, when the relationship between the 
current density and the electric field is substituted in 
Equation (2.20), the following equation is obtained:
" A  = (2.23)
If equation (2.22) and equation (2.23) are combined, the 
equation related to charge which is accumulated at the 
interface because of the conductivity differences of the 
medium can be obtained (Kaufman, 1985, Ward and Hohmon, 1988):
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f-) Tangential component of the electric field is 
continuous across the interface:
Et 1 ~ Et2 (2.25)
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYTIC EXPRESSIONS FOR TRANSIENT LINE SOURCE
In this study, a line source of current was applied as 
the source in the cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z) in all 
the cases. It is proposed that some of the EM systems which 
are used in applied geophysics might be considered as a line 
source (Oristaglio and Hohman, 1984). The electric field 
created by the line source of the current has only one 
component in the direction of the source and it is a scalar 
(Wait, 1971). Therefore, its solution‘is easier to calculate 
than other source configurations. In application, two longer 
sides of the rectangular loop laid in the direction of the 
local geologic structure might be considered as two parallel 
line sources, such as Newmont EMP, Crone PEM, UTEM, SIROTEM 
and Geonics EM-37 systems, (Adhidjaja, et al., 1985).
At this point, it should be noted that all the cases 
studied and presented in this document consider the quasi­
static conditions.
3.1 Transient Line Source In An Unbounded Medium
Since the electrical properties of the medium are
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considered to be constant and homogeneously distributed in all 
directions, the EM components caused by a line source of the 
current in y-direction are given as (Ward and Hohmann, 1988):
L L e-»v (3.1)
y 4 71 t
8 =  -^-e~e2r2(—  u*- —  (3.2)27ir \ r x r zj
|f = ^ r e-e^( S a x- ^ a ^  (3-3)
dt 2nt \ r x I 2
where r= (x2+z2)1/2 and 0=(J£2.)1/24 t
3.2 Transient Line Source on The Homogeneous Earth
The response of the homogeneous half-space to the impulse 





402e-ê 2(02-2z204) +-^-02ze-z202[402 (0-2^2F(0x) )] (3.4)
In equation (3.4), F(0x) is called Dawson's integral and given 
as
F(u) =e~u jev2dv.
The rational approximation to the Dawson's integral, given in 
Appendix A-3, was employed.
In the equation (3.4), I0 has the unit which is the same
as that of charge. The relationship between J0, andJ , which
is current intensity, can be expressed as
J=J0S (t)
where <5(t) is the Dirac delta function.
If J0 in equation (3.4) is replaced by the current
intensity I , the following equation, which was introduced by 
Lewis and Lee (1981), is obtained.
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E = — -—  202z2e"02r2+— — — [ erfc{§z) -e‘02r2]
(3.5)
2 r / 1 \0ze-02z2l-20xl + — F(0x)02r2v/rT
where erfc is the complementary error function given as
Appendix A-2 should be referred for the series approximation 
of the complementary error function.
Oristaglio (1982), Oristaglio and Hohmann (1984), 
Adhidjaja et. al. (1985) , used the same equation given by Lee 
and Lewis for their study in order to find the analytic 
solution of the electric field. Ward and Hohmann (1988) have 
given equations for the other components of the EM field:
Time derivative of the electric field:
u







Z 2 TUX 02x 2t J
The derivative of magnetic field components
dH.X  _
\pR?Xt
1 + 02X 2 F(0x)-~±- 0x
or
d H x _  I  V' \ * (2n+l) (n+1) ! 
“̂ " 7 ( 2 / 2 + 3 )  ! (20*>
2:u02x 3t[l-(l+02x 2)e-02jf2]
or









3.3 Model Example For Half Space
In this section, first electric field distribution found 
by using equation (3.5) was presented. Second, the time 
derivative of magnetic field was given, for half-space under 
a double line source current excitation. Figure 3.1 shows the 
half-space and line source configuration over half-space. The 
homogeneous half-space resistivity was taken as 3 03 ohms-m. 
The electric field distribution was calculated at 290 x 140 
grid points separated with 25 m grid spacing in both the x and 
the z-directions. The initial current intensity was taken as 
10 amperes.
At each 0.648 ms time intervals, the electric field 
distributions in the homogeneous half-space were presented as 
snap-shots in Figure 3.2.a, to 3.2.f (see Appendix-C how snap­
shots were plotted).
Figure 3.3 shows the primary electric field changes on the 
surface perpendicular to the line source direction. The 
results which are given for four different times (0.65 ms, 1.3 
ms, 2.6 ms and 3.9 ms) show that the primary electric field 
goes to zero in a very short time on the earth's surface. 
Lewis and Lee (1981) stated that the primary electric field 
caused by transient double line source excitation was strong 
at the early time and goes to zero at the late time.
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Station Distance fromNo x Source (m)
At = 0.648x10"6s 100 612.5
As = 25 m 140 387.5
a = 0.0033 mho/m 153 712.5
Number of Grids = 
290 x 140
200 1887.5
100 140153 200▼  d ▼  ▼  ▼  AIR
C" * 0.0033V/i 
d = 300 m
station▼ O X
Figure 3.1. Half-space model for the primary
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(b) Elapsed Tine = 1.296 ns
Figure 3.2. Diffusion of the primary electric 
field in the half-space. Each snapshot 
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(c) Elapsed Tine = 1.944 ns
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Figure 3.3. The primary electric field profiles at 
four different times.
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If the electric field changes only in y-direction, the 
magnetic field components, according to Maxwell's equations 
are
Therefore, the magnetic field profiles shown in Figure 3.4.a 
and 3.4.b were calculated by taking the numerical derivative 
of the electric field with respect to x and z.
In transient EM techniques, the time derivatives of 
magnetic field components are of great importance (Ward and 
Hohmann, 1988) . For this reason, a time section has been 
generated for the time derivative of Hz component of the 
magnetic field. If simultaneous multipoint measurements of 
time derivative of Hz as a function of time had been made on 
an earth like model in Figure 3.1, then a time section as 
shown in Figure 3.5 would have been observed. This section was 
plotted the same way as the snap-shots were done. Figure 3.6 
shows the trace of the time derivative of Hz at four different 
stations. The positive and negative line source have been 
placed at the 118th and 130th stations, respectively. The four 
chosen stations were placed at 100th, 140th, 153th and 200th 









—  0.648 ms— 1.296 ms - 2.592 ms3.888 ms
-3212.5 -1772.5 -332.5 1107.5 3987.52547.5
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DISTANCE FROM X-SOURCE (■)
Figure 3.4. The primary magnetic field components 
at four different times, (a) Horizontal 
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Figure 3.5. Time section for time derivative 
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Figure 3.6. The traces of vertical component of
the primary magnetic field at four different 
stations, with respect to time.
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CHAPTER-4
2-D FINITE DIFFERENCE SOLUTION FOR EM DIFFUSION EQUATION 
(DuFort-Frankel Approximation)
The DuFort-Frankel explicit finite-difference scheme 
(DuFort and Frankel, 1953) is unconditionally stable for any 
time step for solving the parabolic partial differential 
equations (Lapidus and Pinder, 1982). Oristaglio and Hohmann 
(1984) applied this finite-difference scheme to calculate the 
total electric field for 2-D case. Afterwards, Adhidjaja et 
al., (1985) used the same technique for computing the 
secondary electric field. Later on Adhidjaja and Hohmann 
(1988) utilized this technique for the step response of the 
earth to the applied step-function type impulse. Moreover, 
they (1989) employed the DuFort-Frankel scheme for modeling 
the EM field in 3-D.
Although there are some other unconditionally stable 
techniques for solving the diffusion equation, the DuFort- 
Frankel scheme was chosen and used in this study. The reason 
for this choice is that the technique is explicit 
unconditionally stable and very easy to apply. In addition, 
some implicit techniques, such as Crank-Nicholson and 
backward-difference, are unconditionally stable; however, they
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all require cumbersome matrix inversions for each time step 
(Lapidus and Pinder, 1982, Oristaglio and Hohmann, 1984). 
Therefore, the DuFort-Frankel scheme has aforementioned 
advantages over the implicit ones.
4.1 Mathematical Fundamentals Of DuFort-Frankel Scheme




In̂  order to solve this equation, the second derivatives 
(spatial derivatives) of E with respect to x and z and the 
first derivative (time derivative) of E with respect to t have 
to be taken.
For the finite-difference approximation, the Taylor 
series expansion and the integration techniques can be used 
(see Appendix B) . The solution may be obtained for regular and 
irregular grid spacings by taking the spatial derivatives. In 
this section, the solution of regular grid spacing (Figure 4.1 
and 4.2), which was employed for the model examples in this 




i s1, 2,3 j = 1.2.3





Figure 4.2. Basic element of 2.D difference 
scheme.
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irregular grid spacing is presented in Appendix B-2.
If spatial derivatives were taken according to central 
difference scheme and substituted into equation (4.1), then
where Ax=Az=As are grid spacings in the x and z directions, 
i and j indicate the point at x=jAs  and z=iAs  coordinates. A t 
is the time interval for each time step and n indicates the 
time at t=nAt. When the left side of the equation (4.2) is 
written in terms of central differences and rearranged, this 





equation (4.3) also can be expressed as
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- E?~J = 2----------------- )•|ioifJAs2'
At this point, the DuFort-Frankel scheme differs from the 
other classical explicit methods. DuFort and Frankel (1953) 
defined the last term of the right side of the equation (4.3) 
as
Eft + Eft (4.4)
Bl.} = — 5—  •
After substituting equation (4.4) into equation (4.3), it 
becomes
The average conductivity value of the point in which the 
electric field will be caculated in the middle of four nodes 
can be formulated as
~a . . = °i r j+°i.j+i+qi+i,j+i (4.6)
and the 'mesh ratio'can be written,
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A t
-  rr? ■ (4-7)
p*3!.jAS
Inserting (4.6) and (4.7) into equation (4.5) and rearranging, 
it becomes
n+l l-4r7- ,• 2r7- , _ ,
Eii = ---- —  i +  is2-( %E ) • (4.81,J l + 4ri  ̂ 1,J 1 + 4^  ■ 7
equation (4.8) is the DuFort-Frenkel finite-difference 
approximation to the diffusion equation (4.1) . It is the basic 
equation which was employed for all the model calculations in 
this study.
If the time step is too large, a wave-like solution of 
the damped wave equation dominates the diffusive behaviour. 
For this reason, the DuFort-Frankel scheme must be used with 
care (Oristaglio and Hohmann, 1984). Diffusive behavior 
dominates the time given below:
4A t2t >
|ioA s:
Although it was mentioned previously that the DuFort- 
Frankel scheme is unconditionally stable, the maximum time 
interval required was suggested by Oristaglio and Hohmann
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(1984) for early time by setting t=At, as
At <; ^°minAs2 (4.9)max s „ ' v 7
where amin is the lowest conductivity value in the model 
structure. It should be noted that, equation (4.9) was used as 
the criteria for choosing the time interval, in this study.
4.2 Total Electric Field Solution
When an outside source does exist, 2-D diffusion equation 
takes the form
* E  + _ ,jW aB . ^ b j p  # (4-10)
dx2 dz2 dt dt
where Jp is the current density of the source, equation (4.10) 
expresses the diffusion of the total electric field under the 
excitation of the outside source with the current density J, 
(Oristaglio and Hohmann (1984)).
In this section the calculation of the total field 
diffusion is given for a conductive rectangular block, located 
in a less conductive host media by using equation (4.10). The
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electric field values at time n=0 and n=l are necessary 
initial conditions to determine the total field. These initial 
values were obtained from the analytic computation of the 
primary field caused by excitation of the line source of 
current.
The total electric field was calculated for the given 
model structure (Fig 4.3) and presented in Fig 4.4. a to 4.4.d. 
The contrast between the anomalous part and the host media 
were taken as 1/1000, for grid spacing Ax=Az=As=25 m and the 
time interval At=0.648 x 10'6 s. Magnetic permeability of the 
media was assumed to be equal to the permeability of free 
space, which is /x=jLt0=47rxlO'7 H/m. The individual electric field 
values were calculated for all 220 x 90 nodes.
4.3 Secondary Electric Field Solution
In the total field solution, two different problems 
arise. The first problem is that the equality which is given 
by equation (4.1) is an initial value problem ( Adhidjaja et 
al., 1985). The second problem is the interference caused by 
the pseudo reflection off the boundaries. These reflections 
are much larger than the total field. To eliminate the second 
problem, irregular grids were first used by Oristaglio and 
Hohmann (1984). The second was suggested by Adhidjaja, et al.,
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At = 0.648 x 10'6 s
As = 25 m
â  = 0.0033 mho/m
0 2 ~ 3.3000 mho/m
Number of Grids = 220 x 90
AIR
a = 75 m 
b = SOO m
hxs 762.5 m
O source
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Figure 4.4. Diffusion of the total electric field 
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(1985) to calculate the secondary electric field instead of 
the total.
The total field can be separated into two parts as the 
secondary and the primary,
where Ep is the primary field caused by homogenous half space 
and Es is the secondary field caused by an anomalous 
structure.
Substituting equation (4.11) into equation (4.10), 
results in
dx2 dz2
The primary field also satisfies the diffusion equation 
by itself.
E t=Ep+Es (4.11)




V2 = -^- + -^
(4.13)
where ah is the conductivity of half space (Adhidjaja et al.,
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1985). Since the right side of the two equations, (4.12) and
(4.13) are the same, they can be set equal to each other:
In order to solve equation (4.15) and to find the 
secondary field, it is necessary to calculate the time 
derivative of the primary field caused by the line source 
excitation. The analytic solution of the time derivative of 
the primary field can be given as
y2e p + V2E s - = V 2£ p +
ot ot • ot
(4.14)
After rearranging the terms, final equation becomes
(4.15)
..M - e-e2*2 (l-?.Q2z 2) ̂ -02*2+JL0z[l-20xF(xe)] (4.16)
where F(©x) is Dawson integral and ©2=fioh /4t.
Now the finite difference solution of the secondary field 
can be written by employing equations (4.8) and (4.15)
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1 iri.lEn-l+ 2ri,J Sg__ 2At  a . (4.17)
2,J l+4r1:j ,J 1+4^^ Oj'jd+irj'j) ‘J dt
where E=ES, o± j is average conductivity and
°i.J = °i,j °h
is the anomalous conductivity.
This secondary field equation has some advantage over 
direct total field calculation. First, it does not require the 
initial value of the field. On the other hand, the derivatives 
of the primary electric field has to be calculated at each 
time step. The second advantage is that the secondary field 
starts diffusing at the part at which there is conductivity 
contrast. Thus it reaches to the boundaries slower then the 
total field. This means that the interference of boundary 
effects enters the real field value later than it happens for 
the total field.
4.4 Model Example For Secondary Electric Field 
(Vertical-Rectangular Block In Half Space)
In this section, the results related to the solution of 
equation (4.16) will be presented. The results were taken 
under an assumptions and termination conditions to be
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explained.
Magnetic permeability of the media was assumed to be 
constant and equal to that of free space, M=M0=4?r x 10 '7 H/m, 
and the maximum time step was chosen by using inequality 
(4.9) .
Termination Conditions : Finite-difference approximations 
require the value of (i+l)th point in order to find the value 
of i th point? therefore, for each time step, the field values 
at the sides of the model have to be defined. In the examples 
given in this study the field values over the earth's surface, 
in the air, were computed using the upward continuation 
equation given as
E(X',Z<0,t)=--?.f E(x'Z=0' t} cbc (4.18)
U .co (x-x/)2 + z2
(Oristaglio and Hohmann, 1984) . At the bottom and the side of 
the model, the electric field was taken zero.
For the example model (Fig 4.5), the secondary field was 
calculated for 290x140 nodes consisting of uniform grids with 
time step 0.648 x 10‘6s. 6000 iterations were necessary to
compute the response of about 3.9 ms. The summation of the 
secondary and the primary field, which was found from analytic 
solution, was taken in order to find the total field.
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.StationNo Distance From x Source
At = 0.648x10‘6s 100 612.5
As = 25 m 140 387.5
= 0.0033 mho/m 153 712.5
a2 = 3.3000 mho/m 200 1887.5
Number of Grids = 290 x 140






■ = ISO m
b =730 m
4 - 300 m
hjf 312.3 m
h*= 223 m
f  station o x sources
Figure 4.5. Earth model for direct secondary 
electric field computation.
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4.4.a Secondary Electric Field Results
i. Snap-shots:
In order to show the diffusion of the secondary electric 
field, the field values as the function of the depth were 
plotted at particular time steps. Each snap-shot consists of 
traces as much as the number of nodes in the x-direction.
For the given model, the snap-shots showing the diffusion 
of the secondary field were displayed in Figure 4.6.a to 
4.6.f. The first snap-shot was taken at 0.648 ms and following 
with intervals of 0.648 ms. Each snap-shot has basically two 
concentric circles with increasing radii. The inner and the 
outer loops correspond to the maximum of the field and the 
peak, respectively, created to show the part of the field 
which goes to zero smoothly. In Figure 4.6.e and 4.6.f, the 
outer circle cannot be observed because the diffusion reaches 
the boundary approximately at 3.3 ms which is the elapsed time 
for Figure 4.6.e.
One important event between the earth surface and the 
discontinuity, can also be observed on the second snap-shot 
(Figure 4.6.b). This event may be explained by that diffusion 
reaching the surface reflects back and diffuses again. This 
phenomenon is caused by the assumption of equation 
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Figure 4.6. Diffusion of the secondary electric
field. Each snap-shot represents the related 
'Elapsed time'.
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(see section 4.5 Discussion on Reflections at Air-Earth 
interface).
ii. Secondary Electric Field Profiles:
The secondary electric field profiles were given in 
Figure 4.7. As shown, the field value reaches its maximum over 
the discontinuity at early times. Afterwards at the same point 
where the maximum was, the secondary electric field starts 
decreasing and has its minimum value. This appearance may be 
explained by the reflection phenomenon which was examined with 
the snap-shots. Additionally, Figure 4.8 may help to define 
the relation between the events in the earth and this behavior 
of the field.
4.4.b The Total Electric Field Results
The total electric field was obtained by substituting the 
secondary field and the primary field into the equation 
Et=Es+Ep. In this section the result of the total field will be 
presented:
i. Snap-Shots:
The snap-shots for the total field were displayed in 
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Figure 4.7. The secondary electric field
profiles at six different time steps.
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Figure 4.8. The relations between the events 
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Figure 4.9. Diffusion of the total electric
field calculated by ET=ES+EP. Each snap-shot 
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Figure 4.9. (continue)
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same way the secondary field's were obtained. As it can be 
noticed on the snap-shots the primary field dominates the 
total field at the early times and the secondary field at the 
late times. At the late time the secondary field interferes 
with the total field, while the primary field loses its 
effect.
ii. Total Electric Field Profiles
The total electric field profiles (Fig. 4.10) show vast 
similarities with the primary field at the early times. Then 
it looks like the secondary field at the late times. That is, 
the primary field controls the electric field at the early 
time, then the secondary field takes control at the late time.
iii. Time Section For the Total Electric Field
In order to show the changes of the total field with 
respect to time, the field values calculated at the grids on 
the earth's surface were presented in the time section (Fig. 
4.11). The time section consists of 290 electric field traces 
which are recorded at every 7th time step intervals, after the 
first 400 iterations. In addition to time section, four total 
field traces will be presented, Fig. 4.12.
Each of the total electric field traces in the time 
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Figure 4.10. Total electric field profiles at 
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Figure 4.12. The traces of the total electric 
field at four different stations, with 
respect to time.
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Although this time section does not give any quantitative 
information, it may help for qualitative interpretations. The 
asymmetry of the curves in time section shows the existance of 
an inhomogeneity, which was given as a rectangular block in 
the earth (Fig. 4.5) for this study. Moreover, the time 
section can also give an idea about whether the inhomogeneity 
is conductive or resistive with respect to the half space. 
According to the earth model in Figure 4.5, if the 
discontinuity is conductive, the loop over the structure is 
longer than the other loop which represents the primary field, 
as it can be seen in Figure 4.11. It should be expected that 
a resistive discontinuity in a half space forms a smaller 
curve than the conductive host, because the secondary electric 
field caused by the resistive structure vanishes very quickly. 
In order to distinguish the effect of the conductive or 
resistive structure, the loop which represents the primary 
field has to be known. The only clue observed in the time 
section is that the curve which is not over the inhomogeneity 
has a smooth and symetric curvature.
4.4.C Magnetic Field Results
For computing the magnetic field components which were 
given in Figure 4.13 and 4.14, equation (3.11) was utilized.
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That is, to find vertical and horizontal components of the 
magnetic field, direct numerical derivatives of the related 
electric field were taken in the x and the z-directions, 
respectively.
The results were plotted with the same scale as that of 
the results of the primary magnetic field components, which 
were given in Figure 3.4.
i- Horizontal Components of The Magnetic Field
The results of the horizontal components of the secondary 
and the total magnetic fields, which were calculated at four 
different elapsed times, were presented in Figure 4.13.a and 
Figure 4.13.b, respectively.
In these figures, it is possible to observe the same 
features as in the electric field results which were given in
the previous sections. At the early times, hJ seems to be
close to the primary field, because of the fact that the 
primary field is dominant at early times. At the late time the 
primary field almost vanishes; then the horizontal component 
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Figure 4.13. Horizontal components of the magnetic 
field, (a) Horizontal component of the 
secondary magnetic field, (b) Horizontal 
component of the total magnetic field.
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ii- Vertical Components of The Magnetic Field
The results of the vertical components of the magnetic 
field which were taken at the same elapsed time with that of 
the horizontal components completely supports the results of 
the horizontal components (Fig. 4.14.a, 4.14.b). After about 
3 ms, the fact that the vertical component of the total 
magnetic field becomes so close to the vertical component of 
the secondary magnetic field shows that the controlling field 
is the secondary field after this time.
iii- Time Section For Time Derivatives Of ff/
While the phenomenon in the homogenous half space is 
developing symmetrically in Figure 3.5, when the inhomogenity 
is introduced, this symmetry disappears over the inhomogenity 
(Fig. 4.15). For given model structure, the weakening of the 
field corresponds to wider time interval than it happens in 
the half space. This result verifies that the secondary field 
takes control of the event over the primary field at the late 
times.
The other things presented in this section are the 
results related to the time derivations of the total magnetic 
field which were taken at four different stations as a 
function of time (Fig 4.16). These traces were taken at the
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0.648 ms 1.296 ms 1.944 ms 2.592 ms 3.888 ms
A\:0.00
</) N* -0.31
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Figure 4.14. Vertical components of the magnetic 
field (a) Vertical component of the 
secondary magnetic field, (b) Vertical 
component of the total magnetic field.
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Figure 4.15. Time section for the time derivative 















Figure 4.16. The traces of vertical component 
of the total magnetic field at four 
different stations, with respect to time.
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same stations with the traces in Figure 3.6 and Figure 4.12.
4.5 Numeric Verification
In order to test the validity of the computer program, 
the analytic solution which was given by Kaufman and Keller, 
(1985) for the model in Figure 17.a was used.
An approximation to the finite-differance model is a 
cylinder elongated to infinity in the y direction with 
circular cross section in the x-z plane (Fig. 17.a). For the 
finite-difference model an infinitly long rectangular block in 
the y direction with square interface in the x-z plane 
(Fig. 17.a) was chosen.
The expression for the magnetic field functions in 
cylindrical coordinates were given as
Br(t) = - 2nr Nn(t)n=l o
sin [n(4>-<|>0) ] , (4.19)
V fc> = 27ir Njt)n= 1 0 /




CTi /<T2 = 1/1000
S2
Figure 4.17 (a) The right circular cylinder in a field 
created by si and s2 line sources, (b) The 




Nn(t) = -4n^2 ~~~ e~qns<lt (4.21)
s=l rr
and a = -----  .(i 0aa2
The values of parameters qns were given by Kaufman and Keller, 
(1985) . In this study, only was not chosen. Because the 
early stage of the field is the subject of interest and qn 
gives the late stage solution.
The analytical results were converted to the cartesian 
coordinates. The results which were taken from the analytical 
and the numerical calculations were presented in Figure 18. 
Although there are some differences between the numerical and 
analytical results at very early time, in general, two results 
are in accord with each other.
As a conclusion, it can be said that the results are 
comparable and show that the numerical solution has been 
validated.
4.6 Discussion on Reflections at Air-Earth Interface
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Figure 18. Comparison between the analytical and 
numerical results.
interface, in the snap-shots, and how these reflections 
affected the EM field profiles were mentioned. However, no 
explanation was given as to whether they are reasonable and 
acceptable or not. In this section, the possible reasons of 
them will be tried to be given.
Before making some statement, it has to be known how EM 
field acts at the interface of two medium which have different 
electrical properties. EM field's behaviour can be explained 
briefly as follows. In the equations to be given, E represents 
the tangential component of the electric field andi, r and t 
indicate the incident, reflected and transmitted fields, 
respectively.
As it is seen in Figure 4.19, when the EM field 
propagating in a medium arrives at an interface of another 
medium which has different electrical properties from the 
first medium, the field reflects, transmits or both happens. 
These behaviors of the EM field can be explained by the 
reflection coefficient of the interface which is the ratio of 
the amplitude of the reflected field and the incident field. 
This coefficient is given as
3992














Figure 4.19. EM field at an interface.
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where t̂ , t|2 are the intrinsic impedance of the first and 
second medium, respectively, and given as
~ _ 1WVL TJ — \ : /\ o+iwe
where w is angular frequency. On the other hand, the amplitude 
of the incident field is equal to the summution of the 
reflected and transmitted fields' amplitudes, that is,
Eil = Eii + EZt- (4.23)
By combining equation (4.22) and equation (4.23), following 
equation can be written
i?2t 2 t u—  =  —  . (4.24)
Eh
equation (4.22) includes the information about the reflecting 
field while equation (4.24) is related to transmitting field 
(Hayt, 1967).
In geophysical applications, the reflection coefficient, 
in case p., e are assumed to be equal to the free space, is 
given as
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r = 'ft* /^L (4.25)
/p2~ + '[Pi
where p17 p2 are the resistivity of the first and second
medium, respectively and p=l/o (Kaufman and Keller, 1983).
If the conductivity of the second media is infinite, 
ti2 becomes zero and according to equation (4.22) and equation
(4.25) R becomes -1. Therefore, the incident field will 
reflect completely into the first medium.
As a second case, if the second medium's conductivity is 
assumed to be equal to zero, perfect resistive, then r\2 is not
zero, R goes to 1. Thus, the incident field both reflects and 
transmits depending on the first medium's conductivity.
From these physical facts' point of view, for given model 
(Figure 4.5), the reflections at the air-earth interface is 
expected to be much smaller then transmissions of the field by 
taking into account that air's conductivity is almost zero. On 
the contrary, the numerical results seem to be inconsistent to 
the physical facts given above. Moreover, the incident field 
reflected almost completely as it can be seen in the snap­
shots.
The upward continuation approximation which was utilized 
to define the field value in air is the reason for this 
discrepancy.
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Although this approximation given by equation (4.18) is 
satisfactory for the steady-state potential fields, there is 
uncertainty in employing it in the solution of EM field. This 
is because, the EM field is not a steady-state potential field 
and it does not satisfy the Laplace equation in the air. On 
the contrary EM field propagates in the air by obeying full 
wave equation. That means, the displacement currents which 
become dominant in the air cannot be neglected.
After all this, it is possible to say that the 
reflections and their effects on the results are most likely 
pseudo phenomena which come from upward continuation 
approximation. Perhaps investigation of an alternative to 




The application and the results of the approximation 
utilized in this study can be summarized in two main groups. 
First, is the limitation of applicabilty of the mathematical 
technique; second are the results of the examination and their 
acceptibilty.
The limitation of applicability of the mathematical 
technique:
It may be said that two foremost elements which define 
the limitation of the applicability of the technique are the 
side and bottom boundaries of the numerical model structure of 
the earth and time interval, consequently, computation time 
for the numerical solution.
The approximation in the present condition is 
satisfactory until the time which the diffusion reaches the 
boundaries. This problem may be solved by improving the 
boundary conditions which is called absorbing boundary 
conditions for numerical solution. The field reaching the 
boundary is absorbed and pseudo reflections from the boundary 
are eliminated. These boundary conditions are widely used in 
seismic studies and can be used somewhat for the EM modeling
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with limitations.
Irregular grid spacing and increasing time intervals 
gradually may be considered as an alternative to eliminate the 
problems mentioned above. But the accuracy of the results 
lessen compared to regular grid spacing. However, increasing 
grid spacing and time interval simultaneously at particular 
times may be considered as a second alternative. Thus, both 
regular grid spacing and stable time interval can be 
satisfied. This choice can prevent the diffusion from reaching 
the boundaries. On the other hand, one has to be careful 
choosing when the time interval and grid spacing are 
increased.
The results of the examples and their acceptibility:
Presenting the results of chosen model example as the 
snap-shots, the time sections and EM field profiles, provides 
the opportunity to observe the phenomenon from different point 
of view.
While the snap-shots provide a image of how the EM field 
propagates through the earth, they may also be used for 
correlation if this propagation is similar to the physical 
behavior of the field. Therefore, they can help to verify the 
validity of the numerical approximation. For instance, in this 
study, the strong reflections which were observed in the snap­
shots at the air-earth interface were not expected events.
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These results were obtained using upward continuation to 
calculate the electric field assuming that the field in the 
air is steady-state. The snap-shots show that the upward 
continuation does not satisfy the behaviour of the EM field in 
the air.
In addition to snap-shots, time sections may be used to 
find out the existance of a discontinuity and its location.
In general, this numerical approximation may be used 
without causing any mathematical problems only if well 
established physical conditions are chosen.
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ERROR FUNCTIONS AND DOWSON'S INTEGRAL
A-l ERROR FUNCTION
In the integral form, the error function is
erf (u) =— —̂ fe v2dv = 1— —  fe~v2dv . 
v'* o
(A-l)
Serial expension of the error function is given as
erf{u) = 1-





i + £  (-D
n=1
„ 1-3-5-— (2n-l, 
2 nu2n
(A-3)
(Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972)
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A-2 COMPLEMENTARY ERROR FUNCTION
The complementary error function represents the area 
beyond the u coordinate (Figure A.l), and is given as
erfc(u) = 1 - erf(u) (A-4)
or serial expension
—
erfc(u) = 1 + E  ( - D n
n=l 2 nu2 n
(A-5)
(Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972, and Killingbeck and Cole, 1971).
erf(u)
u u




The Dawson's integral is written as (Abramowitz and 
Stegun 1972)
F(u) = e'“2 f e u‘du. (A-6)
The serial expensions of the Dawson's integral are
“ o n 172n+l , ,
F(U>
(A-7)
F(u) 2u n= 1
1*3 -5 —  (2n+l)
2 nu2n u — 0° (A-8)
A rational expression for Dawson's integral (Oristaglio, 
1981) is
F(u)
u + — u3 + — u5 + -^-iz7 _________84_____ 7_____ 105_______




B-l FINITE-DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION TO DERIVATIVES
If f is a finite and continuous function of x and its 
derivatives are single-valued, then the Taylor's expansion of 
f can be written as (Smith, 1985)
f(x+h) =f(x) +hff(x) + —  h2fn {x) +— h2fn,{x) +— (B-l)2 6
f(x-h) =f(x) -hf'(x) * —  h2f"(x)-— h2fm (x) +••• (B-2)2 6
where h = Ax is the data interval for numeric approximation. 
Addition of these two equations gives
f(x+h) +f(x-h) -2 f{x) +h2ff/ (x) +R(h4) (B-3)
and subtraction of (B-2) from (B-l) yields
f(x+h) -f(x-h) =2hf/(x) +R(h3) , (B-4)
where R(h4) and R(h3) denote the terms containing 4th and 
3th and higher power of h.
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Neglecting R(h4) in the equation (B-3), the second 
derivative of f(x) becomes
f"{x) = d2^ x) L( f (x+h) -2f (x) +f (x-h) ) (B-5)
dx2 h2
From the equation (B-4) , the first derivative of f (x) can 
be obtained three different ways, neglecting R(h3) .
a) Central-difference
f'(x) = dfJ x) “-A-( flx+h)-f(x-h) ) (B-6)dx 2 h
b) Forward-difference
f'(x)= d£} x) “4  ( f(x+h)-f(x) ) (B—7)d x h
c) Backward-difference
f'(x)= df.(x) -4( fix)-f(x-h) ) dx h ' (B-8)
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B-2 FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION FOR THE SPATIAL TERMS 
OF EM DIFFUSION EQUATION FOR IRREGULAR GRID SPACING
In 2-D, EM diffusion equation takes the form:
| m a ( £ = 3 n £t 3ZZ E (B-9)
where d t, d^, d zz are the first order time derivative, and
second order spatial derivatives in the x and the z- 
directions, respectively (Oristaglio and Hohmann, 1984).Eitj
is surrounded by its nearest neighbors, E i+1, E i,j+1 * E i,j-i




'i + l, j
Figure B.l. Basic elements of an irregular grid
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ABCD gives
LJ***dz ^ = LJ dz p «  e ♦ * ]•
(B-10)
= f dx d ZE - f dx d ZE + f dz d J2 - f dz d E .
Jbc j ad 2 J DC Jab ^
The left side of equation (B-10) can be approximated as 
following:
f f dx dz \io d t E ~
J abcdJ
-Jf ( ai.j + i.jAzi*i Axj ) dtEi.j (B-ll)
+ -^( + ^zui &xj*i ) dtEi.j
Fot the right side of equation (B-10), following 
approxsimations can be written.
f dx dzE - ( AXj * Ajf̂ 1 > — Ehil' (B-12)
Jbc 2 2 Azi+x
f dx d E - ( * AXjtl ) ( El'j ~ gi~1-̂ ) , (B-13)
Jad 2 2 A z.
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L
dz dj: ~ ( AZj + AZitl ) ( Ei 




m ( Azi + Azjn ) ( Eitj - )
Ax. (B-15)
Substituting equation (B-ll) to equation (B-15) into 
equation (B-10) and rearranging the terms, the following 
equation can be obtained.
n°i.j dtEl.j =
2A zui
Az 1 A zi+1
2A z,
Az±+AzUl 1-1,7 Az^Azi+1 ZEi.j (B-16)
Axj Axj+1
2 A x,+1 2 Ax..._______ ±L~— p . +  J p  _ pzr.AxJ-+AxJ-+1 1,7-1 AXj+Axj+i 1,7+1 1,7
Where oi#̂ , is the area-weighted average of the conductivities 
surrounding E± j and given as
_ = al_1AzlAx1 * aul-jAzulAx:j
(AZi + Azltl) (Axj + Axjtl)
(B-17)
+ ®i, + j+1^
(AZj + Azj4l) (Axj + 4xjtl)
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APPENDIX-C 
HOW SNAP-SHOTS WERE PLOTTED
While the snap-shots were being plotted, a peak was added 
at each trace's inflection point to be able to demonsrate the 
diffusion. The place of the peak was chosen according to the 
general trend of the field in the vertical direction
(Figure C.1).
This choise was made following way: First, each one of 
the field values at every grid was divided by absolute maximum 
value of the 2-D field and then multiplied by 4.0. Therefore, 
the modified field , which its absolute maximum value is 4.0, 
was obtained, i.e
&U1 - 4 ^ .  (C-l)
where Eitj is real electric field values and \E\max is absolute
maximum of the real electric field.
After that modified field with peak was defiened as 
following
Eitj + 2.5 , if 0.050 ZEitjZ 0.125










Figure C.l. Two sample traces with added peak 
taken from the primary electric field's 
snap-shot at 0.648 ms. a) at 837.5 m on 




COMPUTER PROGRAM AND ITS REQUIREMENTS
The program zs takes about three hours cpu time on Gould UTX/32 computer for 6000 iteration and 290x140 grid points. This cpu time depends on also how many snap* shots were plotted. The program uses 'libvplot' library which contains versaplot-9 graphic subroutines adapted to C language.
n = 1
t = n A  t
call dedt(...,f0)
secE(t) = FD scheme - fO
call ealan(...,prmE(t))





C compute time derivative of electric field >
C compute secondary E >
{ compute primary E >
{ compute total E >
C plot snap-shots >
C compute magnetic field components >
<. plotmagnetic field components >
C store surface values in rcrd for time section (total E or dHTz/dt) >
n = n+1
call olcek1(...) i plottime section >




C COLORADO SCHOOL OF MINES GEOPHYSICS DEPARTMENT,
c
C ELECTROMAGNETIC MODELING (FINITE-DIFFERENCE)
c
c Written by Birsen and Mehmet YILMAZER, 1990.
c
c ** zs **
c j
c--------------------- ---------------------------------------
c HTx (i) : X Component of Total Magnetic Field
c Hpx (j)....... : X " of Primary 1 "
c Hsx (j)....... : X " of Secondary " 1
c HTz (i)....... : Z 1 of Total " 1
c HPz (i)....... : Z " of Primary " "
c HSz (i)....... : Z " of Secondary " ”
c En(i,j) ......: Electric Field in present
c secE(i,j) ....: Secondary Electric Field
c prmE(i,j) ....: Primary Electric Field
c F(i)  : E field at -ds high (in the air)
c rcrd(i,j) ....: Time section
c nx,nz  : Dimensions of media
c ds  .....: space interval
c x(j)  : distance from ( + ) source
c z(i)  : depths
c_ jxp  : horizontal coordinate of ( + ) source
c jxn   : horizontal coordinate of (-) source
c { vertical coordinates for both source
c are considered on the surface,
c If jxn=0 , a single line source,
c otherwise
c a double line source is supposed. )
c d t ............ : time interval (in seconds)
c t(i)  : time array
c A ............. : current amplitude (in Amperes)
c L(n)    : coordinates of model structure
c c(n)  .: main conductivity values
c c h ............ : conductivity of half space
c cnd(i,j)  : avarage conductivity values
c p   : permeability (free space)
c ist  : number of stations
c isno  : location of stations
c iter   : iteration number
c iciz  : iteration number for first plot
c ici  : iteration step for the other plots
c kdt ......... : iteration step for increased time step
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c {if kdt=0 there is no changing else
c time step dt is increased by dt after
c every kdt iteration }
c krc .......... : iteration step for stocking surface
c record for time section
c kplt ......... : Iteration step for time sections
c if krc = 1 kplt <= 800
c hlen ......... : lenght of horizontal axis
c pltscl ....... : = 0, graphics are plotted with
c different scale
c > 0  all graphics use the same scale
c rcrdbg ....... : Record beginning for the time section
c eorh ......... : =0 calculates electric time section
c = 1  magnatic field time
c section
c l g ........... : =0 time section's axis logarithmic











real rcrd(0:kt, 0:kx) 
real cnd(kz,kx)
real HTx(0:kx) /H'Px(0:kx) ,HSx(0:kx) 
real HTz(0:kx),HPz(0:kx),HSz(0:kx) 
real F(kx)










c write(*,*) ***** zs *****
c write(*,*) 'ENTER ITERATION NUMBER'
c READ(*,*) iter
c write(*,*) 'iteration number for first plot'
c READ(*,*) iciz
ARTHUR LAOS LIBRARY 
COLOSUSfiX) SCHOOL oi MINES 
GOLDIN, COLORADO 80401
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write(*,*) 'iteration step for the other plots' 
READ(*, *) ici





















OPEN ( unit=60, file='bilgi')
if(jxn.EQ.O) bas='SINGLE LINE SOURCE { prg. zs 




L(4) , z (L(4) ) , c (1) , c (2) , A, dt, 
(isno(i),i=l,ist)
111 FORMAT (/,'NX =',I4,6x,'NZ =',I4,/,'ds 
= ',f6.2,//, 'COORDINATES OF SOURCES',
/,'x(',I4,')=',f9.2,/,'x(',I4,')=', 
f9.2,//,'COORDINATES OF STRUCTURE', /,
'x (',14,' ) = ' , f 9 . 2 ,'xl', /,'x(',I4,')= ' 
,f9.2, 'x2',/, 'z ( ' ,14, ' ) = ' , f 9 . 2 , ' zl',/
, 'z(',I4, *) = ',f9.2, *z2',//,
'CONDUCTIVITY VALUES',/, ' C (1) = ' ,
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> f7.4,6x, ' c (2) = ' , f7 . 4,//, 11 =',f9.2,
> 1A m p e r e s d t  =',E12.4,' sc' ,//,








do 10 j=l,, mx
Hdum(i,j) = 0.
10 continue
do 20 i = 0, nz


























c ********* MAIN LOOP ********** 
c
DO 500 itr = 1, iter !  >>  >>  »
c
if(itr.EQ.kdl) then 
dtt = dtt+dt 
kdl = kdl+kdt 









0 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c
do 300 i = l,mz
c
if(z(i).NE.0.0) then 
tz = teta*z(i) 
tz2 = tz*tz 
tz22 = 2.0*tz2 
zexp = exp(-tz2) 
tp = tz*pik 
end if
c
do 3 00 j = 1 ,mx
c ___________________________________________
c




ca = end(i,j) - ch 
if(ca.EQ.0.0) then 

















c *** finite difference solution **
c (for secondary field)
c
c-------- - ------------------------ --------------------
c
rl = rt/cnd(i,j)
rm = 1.0 - rl











0 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
















jt = jt+1 
t(jt) = zms
jti = jt 










CALL ealan(x, z,mx, 1, teta,pik,Api,ch, d2,
* jxn,prmE) 
do 331 j =l,mx













do 33 3 j=l,mx






jtl = jt-1 
end if
end if
krl = krl+krc 
end if





do 3 35 jj = l,jtl
if (vmn.GT.rcrd(jj,isno(j)))
* vmn = rcrd(jj,isno(j))
if (vmx.LT.rcrd(jj,isno(j)))





bas = ' TIME SECTION ( for TOTAL E )' 
if(eorh.eq.l) bas = 'TIME SECTION ( for dHTz/dt )'
c




mplt = mplt + kplt 
if (mplt.GT.iter) mplt = iter 








do 34 0 j = l,mx
F (j) = prmE(1,j)
34 0 continue
CALL hava(F,x,mx,z(0)) 
do 350 j = l,mx












do 355 j = l,mx
if(vmn.GT.secE(1,j)+prmE(1,j))
* vmn = secE(1,j)+prmE(1,j)
if(vmx.LT.secE(1,j)+prmE(l,j))
* vmx = secE(1,j)+prmE(1,j)
if(vmnl.GT.prmE(1,j)) vmnl= prmE(l,j) 
if(vmxl.LT.prmE(1,j)) vmxl= prmE(l,j)
355 continue
if(vmn.GT.vmnl) vmn = vmnl
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CALL olcekl(secE,1,mx,1,mz,j xp,j xn,zms,x,
* z,mm,vmn,vmx,isno, 0,'SECONDARY
* ELECTRIC FIELD',hlen,0,1) 
mm = mm+1
c








do 3 60 j = l,mx
HSx(j) = (secE(2,j) - secE(0,j))/ps 
HPx(j) = (prmE(2,j) - prmE(0,j))/ps 
HSz(j) =-(secE(l,j-1)- secE(l,j+1))/ps 





c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c
do 370 i = 0,nz 
do 370 j = 0,nx
prmE(i,j) = secE(i,j) + prmE(i,j)
370 continue
c
do 371 j = l,mx




C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -






















j = 1, mx 
if(hxmn.GT.HTx(j)) hxmn = HTx(j) 
if(hzmn.GT.HTz(j)) hzmn = HTz(j) 
if(hxmx.LT.HTx(j)) hxmx = HTx(j) 

















do 380 i = 0,nz 
do 380 j = 0,nx
eold = En(i,j)
En(i,j) = secE(i,j) 










! « —  
* * * * *
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c Subroutine 'dedt' calculates time derivative of
c electric field caused by a line source (Equ. 3.6)




tx = teta*x 




f = Apt*xexp 
ELSE






— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
c Subroutine 'ealan' computes the electric field (in 2-D)
c caused by double line source,
c Needs 'subroutine eline'
c*******-— —




Ape = Api/ch 
DO 2 0 i = l,nz 
IF(z(i).NE.0.0) THEN 
tz = teta*z(i) 
tz2 = tz*tz 
tz22 = 2.0*tz2 
tp = tz*pik 
z2 = z(i)*z(i) 
zexp = exp(-tz2)
END IF
DO 2 0 j =0,nx 
f2 = 0.0
IF(jxn.NE.0) THEN
















c Subroutine 'eline' calculates the electric field caused
c by a line source (Equ 3.5).
c Needs 'function erfz' and 'function erdw'.





x2 = x*x 
tx = teta*x 
tx2 = tx*tx 
xexp = exp(-tx2)
IF(z.EQ.0.0) THEN
f = AI*(1.0-xexp)/x2 
ELSE
r2 = x2 + z2 
tr = r2*teta*teta 
rexp = exp(-tr) 






Q k k k k k k k —  — — --------------------------------------- — ----- ------ --------------
c Function 'erfz' computes the complementary error
c function by using its integral form (Equ A-l)





dv = u/real(n) 








erfz = 1.0 - 2.0*s/sqrt(3.141592654)
return
end
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
c Function 'erdw1 computes the Dawson's integral by
c using its rational expression (Equ A-2)
C*******- —  — — — — — —  — — — —  — — -- —  — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
FUNCTION erdw(u)
al = 0.440476190 * u**3
a2 = 0.142857142 * u**5
a3 = 0.123809523 * u**7
bl = 1.107142857 * u**2
b2 =0.614285714 * u**4
b3 = 0.161904761 * u**6





c Subroutine 'dist' calculates the distance from source
c __ and depths from surface
c*******----------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE dist(ds,j xp,x,z,nx,nz)
DIMENSION x (0:300),z(0:200) 
x(jxp) = ds/2.0 
DO 10 i = jxp-1,0,-1 
10 x(i) = x(i+l)-ds
c
DO 20 i = jxp+l,nx 
20 x(i) = x(i-l)+ds
c
z (0) = -ds
DO 3 0 i = l,nz




C * * * * * * * ————————————————————————————— ————— ---------------
c Subroutine 'hava calculates the electric field in the
c air (Equ 4.18)C******* —  —  —  —  —  —   —  — ---------   —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —  —
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SUBROUTINE hava (F, x,inx, z)
DIMENSION F (*) ,FH(300), x (0 : *),FI(0:300) 
dv = (x(mx)-x(l))/real(mx) 
ml = mx-1 
DO 2 i=l,mx
DO 1 j=0,ml 
k = j + 1
s = (x(i)-x(k))**2 + z**2
1 Fl(j) = F(k)/s 
CALL simps(FI,ml,dv,si)
2 FH(i) = -z*sl/3.1415926 
DO 3 i = l,mx




0 * * * * * * * — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
c Subroutine 'simps' calculates the value of an integral
c by using Simpson's rulec*******—————————— ——— —---- —————————————————
SUBROUTINE simps(f,n,dx,s)
DIMENSION f(0:*) 
w = real(n)/2.0 
iw = int(w) 
w = w-iw
IF(w.EQ.0.0) THEN 
nc = n-2 







DO 1 i = 2,nc,2
1 si = sl+f(i)
DO 2 i = 1,nt,2
2 s2 = s2+f(i)




0 * * * * * * * — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
c This subroutine writes the 2-D array e in a matrix form












do 2 k = 0,nx/lp +1
if(12.gt.nx) 12 = nx 
if(ll.gt.nx) go to 3 













c Subroutine 'cundt1 calculates the average conductivity 









mx = nx-1 
mz = nz-1
c
do 1 i = l,nz 
do 1 j = 1,nx 
cd(i,j) = c (1)
1 continue
c
do 2 i = L (3),L(4) 
do 2 j = L (1),L(2) 




do 3 i = 1, mz
do 3 j = l,mx







0 * * * * * * * — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
c E..................... :2-D array to be ploted
c (lxl,lxz) and (1x2,lz2)..:The coordinates of left top
c and right bottom of the
c snap-shot or time section,
c respectively
c jxp, jxn.................:Horizontal coordinates of the
c double line source.
c zms...................... :Elapsed time.
c x,z (arrays).............:Horizontal (x?) and vertical
c (z j) distances from the
c source at jnx coordinates.
c mm (l<mm<38).............: for file name-array 1 fadi '
c vmn, vmx.................:minimum and maximum values
c for the same scale plots,
c _ If both of them are zero,
c each plot has own scale
c isno (array).............:Station no.
c ino................... :The number of stations.
c gadi (character)...........:The name of the 'snap-shot'
c :or 'time-section'.
c hlen (=5.0, default) :length of the horizontal axis
c lg....................... :=0 time section's axis
c logarithmic
c =1 log(t) is written on the
c axis

































tms = zms 
emax = E(lz1,1x1) 
emin = emax 
i = 0
DO 1 ii = lzl, lz2 
i = i+1 
j = 0
DO 1 jj = lxl,1x2
j = j+1ec(i,j) = E (i i, j j )
IF(emin.GT.ec(i/j)) emin = ec(i,j)
IF(emax.LT.ec(i,j)) emax = ec(i,j)
CONTINUE 
mx = j 
mz = i
if(emax.EQ.0.0.and.emin.EQ.0.0) THEN






w = ABS(emin)*0.25 
ELSE
w = ABS(emax)*0.25 
END IF
IF(ino.NE.O) w = 0.40*w 
DO 2 i=l,mz 
DO 2 j=l,mx
ew = ec(i,j)/w 
IF(ino.EQ.O) THEN
if(ew.ge.0.05.and.ew.le.0.125) ew = ew+2.5 
if(ew.le.-0.05.and.ew.ge.-0.125) ew = ew-2.5 
END IF












j - jl+1 
DO 3 i=l,mz




DO 4 ii = lzl,lz2 
i = i+1
v(i) = z(ii)*1000. 
v(i) = loglO(v(i))
4 continue
xbas = 'TIME ms {log}'
ELSE
DO 5 ii = lzl,lz2 
i = i+1
5 v(i) = z(ii)
xbas = 'DEPTH meters 1 
END IF
ybas = 'DISTANCE FROM (+) SOURCE'
hmin = ec(l,l) 
hmax = ec(1,1) 
vmin = v(l) 
vmax = v(l)
DO 7 i = l,mz 
DO 6 j = 1,mx
IF(hmin.GT.ec(i,j)) hmin = ec(i,j) 
IFChmax.LT.ec^i,j)) hmax = ec(i,j)
6 CONTINUE 
IF(vmin.GT.v(i)) vmin = v(i) 
IF(vmax.LT.v(i)) vmax = v(i)
7 CONTINUE
hs — 5.0
if(hlen.GT.0.0) hs = hlen 
hfark = hmax-hmin 
hscl = hs/hfark 
hOl = 0.1*hfark/hs
vs = hs*real(mz)/real(mx)
IF(ino.ne.O) vs = 5.5 
vfark = vmax-vmin 






















xbas = 1 TIME ms 1 
ivmin = int(vmin) 
ivmax = int(vmax) 
do 108 iv = ivmin,ivmax 









99 vil = loglO(vi2)











do 108 i = 2,9
vi = Iogl0(i*vi2) 








vtik = vfark/vs 




if (ino.EQ.O) write (20,30) vi 
if (ino.NE.0) write (20,31) vi 
close(unit=20) 
open(unit=20,file='xuzak1) 





























DO 11 j = l,mx














































ybas = 'ELECTRIC FIELD V/m1 
IF(ino.ne.O) THEN
call vpendplot
if(keorh.ne.0) ybas = 'dHTz/dt' 
i = 0
do 12 j = lzl,lz2 
i = i+1
h(i) = z(j)*1000. 





yty = vs 
dsy =3.0 
ytyo = 2.0 
dsyo = 1.0 







if (dsyo.GT.10.1) then 
dsyo = 1.0
ytyo = yty + ytyo + 3.0 
end if 
i = 0
do 13 j = lzl,lz2 
i = i+1














do 15 j = lxl,1x2 
i = i+1 
v (i) = E (1, j ) 
h (i) = x (j)
15 continue
vss = vs
if(vmn.NE.0.0.OR.vmx.NE.0.0) vss = hs-0.25*hs 








SUBROUTINE sinir(X,Y,N,xs,ys,gst,xo,yo,xbas, ybas, 
* vmn,vmx)
DIMENSION X (*),Y (*)
character bos*9, xbas*30, ybas*30
xmin = X (1) 
xmax = X (1) 
ymin = vmn 
ymax = vmx
DO 1 i=l,N
IF(xmin.GT.X(i)) xmin = X(i)




IF(ymin.GT.Y(i)) ymin = Y(i)













yfark = ymax-ymin 







































































0 *   —
c Subroutine hplot plots the H componentsC******* — — — — — — — — — — — — ——— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — _ — -----------















* 'p07', 'p08','p09','plO'1 , 'PH* ,'pl2',* 1pl3 ' ,'pl4','pl5','pl6' 'pl7', 1pl8',* 'pl9', 'p2 0','p21','p22' 
'p26','p27','p28'






















= i - 1



















do 1 i = l,mx 
h(i) = x(i) 
xo = 2.0 
yo = 1.0 
xs = 5.0
H field
if(hlen.GT.0.0) xs = hlen 
ys = 2.5
do 10 ig = 1,6 
if(yo.GT.10.1) then 
yo = 1.0 
xo = xs+xo+3.0




do 2 i= l,mx 






do 3 i= l,mx 






do 4 i= l,mx 






do 5 i= l,mx 






do 6 i= l,mx 






do 7 i= l,mx
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yo = ys+yo+0.7 





c*******— — — — — ----------------— ----  —
c Subroutine 'bilgiler' takes the initial information 














a = 1.5 
b = 1.5 
call vpfat(2)
open(unit=60,file='bilgi1, form=1 formatted',
* access=1 sequential') 
do 1 i=l,23 
read(60,10) bil
call vptext(a,b,3,90,bil)
















call vptext(6.7,4.9,2,90, 'Z2 ')
call vpendplot
return
end
